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Graduate program moved to each college
by Joelle Subourne
NEWS EDITOR

The office ofGraduate Studies is being
dismantled and the graduate program
will be centered in each college.
"This essentially will streamline
graduate studies," ProvostRichardAstro
said. "Very little will change in the
everyday ebb and flow - but it will be
easier."
Currently, graduate studies is
centered in one office. When Associate
Dean Roger Handberg resigned and
returned to teaching, Astro said it

•
•

.

carried out by the
presented
an
colleges.
opportunity to either
"Our office is
hire a replacement or "This essentially will
halfway," Graduate
make changes to the
Studies Dean Louis
program. He opted for streamline graduate
making changes. · ·
.
Trefonas
said. ''The two
studies."
extremes are a separate
Most colleges or
school or completely
universities have either
decentralized.
A
a full-fledged graduate
- Richard Astro
mixture·
is
not
the
most
school or a completely
Provost
efficient.
decentralized graduate
"Ratherthan having
program. UCFisin the
a separate office, most
middle, with some of
the functi.ons being carried out by the of the functions will be carried out by the
Graduate Studies office and some being colleges," he continued.

"Right now, the colleges are doing
mostoftheworkanyway," Astrosaid. "A
great advantage will be the colleges
working together."
Astro said the deans of the colleges
(three offive are new) all have a sense of
what they would like to see in graduate
programs. "I know decentralizing can
·
work," he said.
The new method will start July 1.
Staff will have a month to ·make the
transition before the fall semester.
Each college will have a graduate
see GRAD STUDIES page 4 .
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Campus Ministries
mad at plan -~o not
list some holidays
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by Sandra Pedicini
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The faculty senate passed two resolutions March 7,
one of which drew fire from United Campus Ministries.
' UCM said the senate did not recognize students of
·
varying fai.t hs.
The senate passed another resolution, which requires
teachers to attend at least one graduation ceremony
during the year.
The first resolution resolved that only UCFholidays
be listed in the catalog because recognizing religious
holidays may be seen ·as an endorsement of a given
religion and because it i~ not feasible to list the holidays
for all faiths.
Sheri Dressler, who represented UCM, told the
senate that "in having the dates on there, it's to protect .
the minority."
A proposed statement.in the resolution encouraged
faculty to let students make up tests they missed due
to religious holidays, provided they give advanced
notice. Dressler said this would not be enough.to make
students comfortable asking for time off to celebrate a
religious holiday.
''The idea of keeping the ~olidays listed is to keep a
well-informed faculty well-informed," said Harold
Morgan, a UCM representative.
But senate Vice Chair Robert Flick dis.agreed, saying
that listing all the · various religious holidays is a
difficult task.
"The whole thing is very cumbersome," he said .
Most of the senate agreed, and the resolution. was
passed.
. The senate also passed another resolution, concerning
graduation ceremonies. The resolution said:
• Administrators should be required to attend all
ceremonies for their respective colleges during the
year.
•Attending one ceremony during the year should be
considered part ofthe regular professional assignment
and should be reflected accordingly in the annual
evaluation.
•An inquiry .should be made into the possibility that
the UCF Bookstore will provide a limited number of
complimentary academic regalia rentals. ·
• The senate chair is urged to select the senate
platform representative and the marshall from among
UCFs senior faculty, beginning with those who are
retiring, before any o~er faculty are approac~ed.
Selection of the spring ceremony senate platform
representative marsh all sho_uld be made by the outgoingsenate chair.
.
•With completion of the UCF Arena, UCF should
move to two commencement days per year, one in fall
and one in spring.
'
·
The resolutions will go to UCF President Steven
see FACULTY SENATE page 4

·VIEWOFUCF
A Central Florida Future photographer took a shot of UCF from a hot air balloon during the Wellness Expo
before spring break. Th~ t;>alloon was later tethered on the Green but it was too windy ~o send it back up.

UCF may mQve Flame of Hope
Statue needs to be where people can see it easier, administrator says
by Vicki Paulus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Anne Marie Allison, library
director.
,
"They compromised and the
statue has been there since the
dedication in 1985," Allison said.
"Its present loc·ation is not the
original one of choice," said Janice
Bain, head of access services in the
library. "A more open location was
the site of choice."
She said moving the statue would
increase the amount ef attention it
receives.
However, she does not think the
. statue is ignored where it is now.
"No, I'm very aware of it [the
statue] because it is such a dramatic
piece of art," Bain said.
The Flame of Hope statue will
stay where it is until further
decisions on its movement are

The Flame of Hope, the statue to
the left ofthe Library entrance, might
be moved.
''The'intentis to place the Flame of
Hope statue in the center of the
concrete planter in front of the
library," said John Bolte, vice
president of Administration and
Finance.
.
The move was announced at the
Jan. 28 meeting of the President's
Advisory Staff, of which Bolte is a
·
member.
''The artist felt that the statue
neededbetterv:isibility,"Boltesaid. The Flame of .Hope statue is
"As you can see, it is hidQ.en behind ·
some trees and a rising sidewalk."
located in front of the Library.
Leonardo Nierman, the Flame of
Hope artist, and his patrons said they were never made.
''There is no scheduled time as of now to move the
very happy with the statue's location, but the final
decision came from a compromise of site statue;" Bolte said. "If you've ever looked at it, you
can tell that it's heavy and it won't be an easy job."
recommendations.
The statue was dedicated on Sept. 9; 1987. The
"First, they did some siting and then
recommendations from the artist, architects, library ceremony was attended by the 30-person committee
staff and the university president were given," said that chose the statue as well as Nierman.
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Many cultures meet at
UCF language festiv~I

•

·Fair features foreign song, dance, food, crafts
by Melissa Stoker

•

COPY EDITOR

•

•

•

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COMEDY COMPETITION
,Eddie Haralson tries to make the audience in the Wild Pizza laugh during the U.S.
College Comedy Competition before spring break.

Though skies were gloomy and rain
soaked the UCF campus, the Sunshine
Generation sang and danced in the gym
Saturday during U CF's foreign language
festival . .
More than 1, 700 students came from
seven counties to perform and compete
in the Fifth Annual International Music,
Song, Dance, Art and Cultural Festival
. and District Foreign Language
Competition on Friday and Saturday.
Dr. John C. DiPierro, UCF professor
of French and Italian and director of the
festival, said, "It'~ perhaps the largest
event on campus that draws from the
ethnic and cultural community."
Participants sang, recited poems and
gave impromptu speeches in the foreign
languages offered at UCF: Chinese~
French, German, Hebrew, Italian,
Japanese, Latin, Russian and Spanish.
In addition, competitions were held in
Hindi and Gujarati:
The Sunshine Generation is a group
ofWinter Park and Maitland performers
and is for children of all ages. About 50 of
these children, ages 3 to 12, performed.
Clad in orange, white and yellow outfits,
they made up one of more than 50
performing groups.
One number the Sunshine Generation
perforI!led was "Saturday Morning
Fever." In it, the children sang and danced
to · the themes of ''The Flintstones,"
"Scooby Doo" and ''Yogi Bear."
During the performance, four children
danced across the stage carrying postersize pictures of Fred Flintstone, Barney
Rubble, Scooby and Y-ogi.
The Casselberry Elementary Fife anq

Drum Corps and Color Guard performed
first Friday. A fife is an instrument
similar to a flute.
Six children played drums as 12 fife
players ~arched to the beat up the center
of the gym to join the drummers on the
stage. four other children made up the
Color Guard.
The group, which represented the
George Washington era, wore black hats,
white oxfords, red vests, khaki knickers,
white stockings and black shoes.
The members led the audience in the
pledge of allegiance. They played the
national anthem and ''My Country 'Tis of
,Thee" and dedicated the latter to the
U.S. troops.
They also played an Irish medley and
American folk songs, such as "Pop Goes
the Weasel."
"We did pretty good, I think,"
Casselberry fourth-grader Blake Snyder
said. He said he practiced about a month
.for the performance.
Anothe,r group member, fourth-grader
Eric Olson, said his group practiced a
halfhour a day, every day except Sunday .
Olson is th·e group's head drummer.
Students from Colonial High,
Edgewater High, Lockhart Middle,
Melbourne High, Oviedo High, Page
Elementary, Palm Bay High, Stone
Middle, Titusville High and University
High also competed and performed.
Greek, Italian and Philippine food
was sold outside the gym. Inside, Chinese,
Filipinos, Guatamolans, Indians and
other people of foreign origin displayed
tables of homemade crafts.
Also, Jennifer Okaty, Miss UCF 1990
played a piccolo solo both days.
see FESTIVAL page 5

Heavy metal fan fights censorship, sells T-shirts
by Cindy Barth
CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Local businessman Kenny Moore wants. to take a
stand on an issue he considers important: censorship.
"I got tired ofhaving my favorite heavy metal bands
trashed by some ofthe vocal censorship groups," Moore
said. "f decided to do something about it."
Moore decided to sell T-shii;ts with an anti-censorship
message. The shirts will sell for $11 each, with $2 per

• .MISS UCF '
The 8th Annual Miss UCF
scholarship pageant will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium. Contestants will compete for scholarships and the title of Miss UCF.
The pageant is sponsored by
the Campus Activities , Board.They are also sponsoring the
Spectacular Knights Talent
Show Friday at 8 p.m. in the

SCA

•

•SARCNEWS
The Student Academic Resource Center provides free tutoring to UCF students in
math, English, foreign languages (French and Spanish),
computer science, physics, finance, chemistry, accounting,
statistics, biology and zoology.
Additional assistance is
available to help students prepare for the CLAST, GRE,
GMAT, MCAT and other standardized tests.
Study skills classes~ CLAST
workshops and an ESOL class
round out the center. Hours are
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 9 am.

shirt going to WUCF as part ofa fund-raiser and $1 per
shirt going to various anti-censorship group$.
"I'm trying to get a list of several groups [that] can
benefit from the sales of the shirts," Moore said.
Some of the organizations already on his list
include Central Floridians Against Censorship and
the Florida Coalition Against Censorship, a Miamibased group.
·
The shirts were sold Monday on the Green and are
for sale in the bookstore.

to 1 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

•YUM! BAKE SALE
The Society for the Advancement of Management is
having a bake sale from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the
CEBA II atrium.
•EARTH DAY SPEAKER
Cleve Booker, biologist, is
the fj.rst speaker for Earth Day
'91. He will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Rehearsal Hall
about: "Per.sistent Marine Debris and other Threats to Marine Animals."
• EXPOSE YOUFI DIARY
Patricia James, who teaches journal writing and composition, is asking women to submit journals or diaries they
have written or inherited for
an exhibit in UCFs Library in
May.
She is particularly interested in receiving hand-made and
children's diaries, collections of
journals, notebooks and logs.
Journals written by men but
inherited by women will be accepted as well.

by Wellness Center is presenting two ways to get fit.
Shape up with a Hatha yoga
class from 10 to 11 :30 Friday
mornings. Learn how to tone,
slim and firm .your body and
learn ·techniques for coping
with tension 'and stress. The
cost is $40 .p er month.
From 10:30 a.m. to noon
Saturdays, the ancient Chinese
martial art of Tai Chi Chuan is
offered. It emphasizes relaxation,
show,
rhythmical
breathing, balanced and relaxed movement and calmness
of mind. It is also a means of
self-defense. The cost is $50 per
month.
For more information or to
register, call 646-·7443.

Entries will be locked in display cases. The books can be
displayed opened or closed, depending on the owners' wishes.
Interested people should call
James at ext. 2195 or 647-3041
before sending materials. The
deadline for submissions is
April 1.

• SPEECH CONTEST ·
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity Inc. announces its 1991
Belford V. Lawson Oratorical
contest. The competition will be
at 6 p.m. Monday. This·year's
theme is 'The System: Tolerance or Turbulence."
Prizes will be awarded to the
top three contestants. Anyone
interested should call Rodney
Rackley at 679-6515 as soon as
possible. . 1

• JAZZ CONCERT
Jacqueline Jones, Orlando's
Lady of Jazz and Blues, will
perform a luncheon concert to
benefit the Parent Resource
Center on Wednesday at the
Holiday Inn International Resort in Orlando.
The concert is part .of a oneday PrQfessional DevE:lopment
Conference. The public may

•CHEM SEMINAR
Dr.. Rajiv Singh will speak
about "Aspects of Phase Transitions in Polymers" at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in Room 126 of
CEBA II. All are invited.
L •

SHAPE UP
'The Peggy & Philip B. Cros(. •
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The design on the shirts shows the International No
Symbol (a red circle and diagonal line) and people
with picket signs. The w<;>rds "Protest Freedom"
appear at the top and "Ban Censorship" at the
bottom.
WU CF has been advertising the upcoming sales and
circulating fliers. Moore said he hopes more campuses
will participate in similar activities.
"My goal is to get this going on colleges across the
country," he said.
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attend the entire conference,
which includes the benefit
lunch, or just the concert and
lunch.
·
For infomiation and tickets
to the concert, call Pris Nelson
at 648-51 72.

• FUTURE. PARENTS?
Florida Hospital announces
Our First, a free program designed to help first-time parents get ready for the physical,
emotional and lifestyle changes
that co~e ~th haVing a baby.
Membership in Our First
gives expectant parents information and support that is especially helpful before and after
the baby arrives. Services include:
• Physician referral.
• A monthly newsletter with
tips for expectant parents.
• Access to the Our First
"stork line," a special telephone
service.
• Valuable discounts from
area merchants.
• Information about parent
education classes.
For more information, call
897-1700.
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English teacher,. naturalists
join to ·study bird m igrcltions
Since November, the institute has allowed two
groups a week to enter the grounds under the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
guidance of the Victor Emanuel Nature Tours
Dr. Don Stap of UCFs English Department (VENT). Gabbert explained that each tour's
has recently becomepartofa unique group-one duration is either a weekend or five days. The
tours continue until April, the ending of the
that keeps track of activity of migrating birds.
A ·t eam ·composed of writers and naturalists annual migratory season.
Emanuel, a resident of Austin, worked with
gathered to observe bird migrations. Stap will
Stap
in the 1980s, before the publication of the
chronicle the activitie·s of the five-day period.
The observations began March 6. His UCFprofessor'sbook, "AParrot WithoutaName."
obstrvations will be published in an upcoming . After-seeing the announcement concerningthe
issue of the Audubon magazine, the official King Ranch plans in a VENT newsletter, Stap
called Emanuel and was put on the handpicked
publication of the National Audubon Society.
''The way I look at it, these are 10 top-notch team, which also included naturalist-writer Peter
ornithologists," Stap said. He added he will be--''in Matthiesseri and Roger Peterson, editor of
the company of people who really know what Peterson's guides to birds.
. ''This group was a special group they do each.
they're seeing."
year
called the VENT reunion,"·Gabbert said. "It
He feels those present in this band will allow
him to detect species and witness events he consists of former clients [of Emanuel]."
After being selected to accompany the group,
mightnotnormallynote·. While the group's actions
might seem common, it is the location of this Stap· proposed the idea of an article to Frank
Graham Jr., an Audubon editor and ·a n author
fieldwork that makes it unusual.
Sincethemid-1800s, theKingRanchhasbeen who shares the same editor with Stap at Alfred
one Of the largest pieces of privately owned Knopf, publisher of "A Parrot Without AN ame."
"He so·r t of paved the way for me," Stap said,
property in the world. A million-acre tract ofland
headquartered out of Kingsville and southwest of explaining that Graham put the idea before a
Corpus Christi, Texas, the property coven more senior editor. Stap said his contact with Graham
was stren.g thened by the fact that "A Parrot
square miles than does Rhode Island.
It is currently owned by the Kleburg family. Without AN ame" has been favorably received by
While the family has an interest in conservation, both critics and people in the field.
"My sense is just to use the tour as a framework ·
one member of the family, Ceasar Kleburg, left
millions of dollars after his death in April 1946 for for the article," he said. Stap plans to observe how
a major ranch can serve as a controlled ecosystem.
the purpose of wildlife preservation.
According to Jody Gabbert, director ofVisitor He said that because-of the immensity of the King
Programs for the -King Ranch, the Caesar ,K Ranch, it should be able tO offer a variety of
Wildlife Foundation wasinitiatedoutofhis estate. habitats.
Before his Texas trip, he visited a ranch in
Its activities and operations are currently funded
Lake Placid that also has active wildlife. That
by the iristitute's trust fund and other grants.
''The ranch has always been considered a particular site i,s 'being used to monitor the
wildlife preserve," Gabbert said. "There are areas economic as well as the ecological effects of current
of the ranch that are hunted, then there are other EPA laws through a biological station.
"I saw more wildlife there [Lake Placid] than
areas of the ranch that are strictly held for
I've seen in some time," Stap s~id.
wildlife."

by Bill Cushing

Julie \n-,!ron7C2rHRAl PLOHIDA FUTUHc

CLEANµPDAY
Shawn Hi~tz of Pi Sigma Epsilon helps clean and repair a home
for the homeless in downtown Orlando.

FACULTY SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

Altman and Provost Richard
Astro for a final decision.
In addition, the senate
rejected a proposed resolution

GRAD STUDIES
FROM PAGE 1 .

coordinator. Astra said associate
deans may fill these positions.
The coordinators will all meet
as a graduate council, and one
coordinator will be council
president. Arepresentativefrom
Academic Affairs Will sit in on
the council also.
Trefonas has resigned from
the position of dean, effective at
,t he end ofthe summer semester.
He will become a chemistry
professor.
He said he feels a separate

establishing the- rank of
Distinguished Professor to
certain faculty members. The
senate also tabled a resolution
giving all endowed chairs
appointments to five-year
terms.

graduate school would be best
and said he thinks faculty want
a graduate school also.
However, Astro said budget
problems make that almost
impossible right now. "But the
change doesn't preclude the
possibility of a graduate school
in the future."
The graduate studies
program began in 1986, when
then-PresidentTrevorColboum
split the research and graduate
studies program into two.
"If we had gone to a graduate
school at that time, it would've
· been ideal," Trefonas said.

,
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Ex-attorney general recalls how
he helped make 25th Amendment
home. He then organized a team to with Grover Cleveland's secret
research the process of what happens - operation for a cancerous growth on
if the president becomes too ill to the roof of his mouth; Woodrow
A former attorney general told serve.
Wilson's stroke, which left him
students March 6 how he helped to ,
There was a great deal of partially paralyzed, during which
institute the 25th Amendment to the uncertainty over issues such as who time 28 acts of Congress became law
U.S. Constitution.
decided when the president was too ill without presidential action; and
· The amendment decides how and to serve and how long the vice Franklin D. Roosevelt's hypertensive
heart disease.
when power shall be handed over to president would serve as president.
'The scholars had fought over these
others if the president becomes ill or
The seriousness of a president
disabled.
questions for a longtime, and they didn't mentally or physically unable to serve
competently was compounded by the
The amendment is a result of a know the answers," Brownell said
heart attack Eisenhower had while in
So leaders in Washington, D.C., - adventoftheatomicage,Brownellsaid
office, said Herbert Brownell, attorney discussed the issue and after
Constitutional scholars were
general during the Eisenhower ad-:- Eisenhower recovered, he instructed consulted. The scholars agreed that
Brownell to develop an amendment to the vice president should carry out
ministration.
Brownell had been on vacation in the Constitution dealing with what presidential duties only for the
Spain at the time and had to rush should be done if a similar problem duration of the disability and that
_should the decision to relieve·the pre.s ident
.a r i s e of his duties should be made by the
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
again.
executive branch of government.
"He was
Plans for amendments were SAW TIME
well aware discussed and rejected. A stop-gap Chuck Ponton of Housing cuts a board to repair a
of
the plan was drawn up and carried on wall in the Commons laundry room.
dangers of through Lyndon B. Johnson's terms.
indecision:'
"But the Med for a constitutional
he said.
amendment remained ... ," he said. FESTIVAL
Brownell ''The tragedy of President [John F.]
8444 International Drive
listed some Kennedy's assassination was the FROM PAGE3
FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 1991
similar spark that ignited the debate."
Many entertainers danced and sang dressed in
problems
A plan was then passed
SHOWS 7 & 10 _pm
in U.S. authorizing Congress to approve the ·native costumes ofAfrica, China, Italy, Japan, the
TICKETS $20.00 & $27.00
vice president to serve as president. Philippines, Vietnam and others.
history.
DiPierro said the · festival had to be during
BUY TICKETS NOW THRU
This was ratified· and became the
He bespring break because that was the only time he
25th
amendment.
gan
with
TICKli'if
,4,!!STE'.Mlll
Brownell discussed two proposals could reserve buildings for it. ·
James
Madison's _ for amendments he feels are
''The purpose of this festival and competition is
to attract to our campus elementary through college
suffering important.
One limits presidents to one six- level students who come to exhibit their foreign
from
a
serious year term so presidents would pay language skills...
(904} 353-3309
'"Many Cultures, One World' is not merely the
case of more attention to doing what is good
(407) 839-3900
for the country instead of what will theme. of our festival - it is its very spirit,"
fever.
H
e get them re-elected. The other deals DiPierro said. He would like to thank everyone
who helped organize and film the festival.
continued with a line-item veto.
by Sandra Pedicini

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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THE PLACE TO BE IS •••

March 21
Thursday
7:00pm
Student Films

Tuesday March 19

•
Wednesday March 20

•

•
•

Thursday March 21
Friday March 22

Miss UCF Pagent
SCA8pm
Student Musid
Student Art Show
Student Center Green
11AM-2PM
BMOC SCA8pm
Student Films
SAC 7pm
Spectacular Knights
SCA8 m

. March 24
Sunday

Ghostbusters

All movies are shown
at 6:30 & 9:00 pm in
the Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted. ·
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The
Flip
Side of.
--..... . . Reality

...
An adventure _on the burning sands of sin
An invasion update from our correspond~nt
on the beaches and streets of .Daytona Beach
by Nick Conte

Assignment: Infiltrate and report
on the battle conditions of the peninsula territory Daytona Beach. ·
Invasion forces: 400,000+ rebel
forces from Michigan, Maine, the
Carolinas, Georgia and Ohio have
joined local Florida forces to reek havoc
on this beach oasis.
Weapons: The invaders are drinking gallons of a strange barley and
hops concoction called brew. It gives

Jim Ferguson

Typical spring t:reak photo memory: ''Who are these poople? I don't remember meeting them"

Jim Ferguson

Though the stm was absent, bathing suits were not.
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Kay's "To Dance With the White
· Dog" a sensitive loOk at death

•

Reviewed by Bill Cushing · diers, jour-

T

nalists,
t e a ch er s .
With each
discovery he
felt
less
lonely."
After the
appearance
of a stray
dog, a white
dog that apparently only
Sam Peek
can see, a
0f
degree

Jn Teny Kay's fourth novel, "To Dance With the White
Dog," Sam Peek, a Georgia
fanner who has recently buried his wife, Cora, contends
with personal loss while waiting for his own demise.
Death is always waiting, he
realizes. It's just that we don't
always understand that. He
once felt he would live to be
100; after passing 50, he realized how wrong those sentlments were.
The story opens with Sam's
children gathered around his
kitchen table. They are deep
in a discussion concerning
what to do with their father
now that he is alone and, in
their opinions, unable to care
for himself. They don't realize
Sam is lying in his easy chair,
feigning sleep and listening to
every word.
"They mean well, he
thought. And they need to talk
of something. They need to feel
needed," Kay writes.
But Sam is hardly ready to
be put out to pasture. He continues tending his nursery of
pecan trees. Al- r=====
though barely
able to work
while teetering
along on his
walker, he is
nonetheless
satisfied with
simply staying
busy.
Through the
backdrop -of
family and personal life, Kay is able tq obsetve life and death and the
desolate loneliness accompanying each one of us as we
approach that fmal extreme.
. Piece by piece, he put the
tree together, going from the
thick, name-heavy bottom
limbs upward.
And as he went upward on
his paper tree 1 he went backward in time and place - from
Georgia to the Carolinas, from
· the Carolinas to Virginia, from
Virginia to Pennsylvania to
England and Ireland.
He found among his ancestors (and hers) laborers
and politicians, preachers and
trappers, carpenters, silversmiths, thieves. farmers. sol-

•
•

happines~

returns to
his life.
The dog
only
responds to
Sam's call. It
seems to be
a dead ringer
for Frosty, a
dog his wife
owned and
loved during the early years
of their marriage.
In the evening, it raises its
front paws to the crossbar of
his walker, allowing Peek to
dance with the animal.

It is also, according to
Neelie, a former housekeeper
and baby sitter for the family,
a "ghost dog," not to be trusted even if it can be seen.
And.indeed, it does appear
the animal has unusual abilities: The dog somehow lets
itself out of the cab of Sam's
pickup truck to retrieve help
for the nearly-frozen man after the vehicle breaks down
en route to a class reunion.
Perhaps the most telling
moment occurs when Sam
-looks into the eyes of the
hound and set:1s his wife's
eyes peering back at him.
Then he is convinced the
animal is Cora's spirit, sent
to accompany him is his final

years before rejoining her.
When the dog departs,
Sam knows intuitively that
his life is nearly over.
"To Dance With the White
Dog" is a novel contending
with life
and death
and displaying a
sensitivity
that can
only come
from one
who has
witnessed
the experience firsthand.
In his notes, Kay points
out that his book contains
no statement about the story, or any coincidences to
reality.
This omission is intentional.
"It would be a lie," he
writes in reference to the lack
of any disclaimer. "In tpis
novel, I have changed
names, numbers of children
and other facts."
"I did this for two reasons
- dramatic intensity and _
detachment, both necessary
in relating a personal memory to an unknown audience.
I do not mean to offend the
truth. I only wish to celebrate
its spirit."

Word of the Week
hoo-kah n. A smoking pipe having a long, flexible tube
that passes through a vessel of water which cools the
smoke as it is drawn through.

CONCERTS
at The Beach Club. $5 at the
door.

Wednesday, March 20
l6i' Paul Raymond Dance
Band - 7:30 p.m. at the

Beardall Senior Center.
$2. 50 at the door.

•

Friday,

in advance, $15 day of
show.

••

t

-

•
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I ..., .... ~/'

22

l6i' Joe Diffte with Mitch
Snow - 9 p.m. at The
mrliiaindBarn in Sanford. $15.

National People'~ Gang
with Naloml's Hair and
Starvation Army- 9 p.m.
l6i'

I

~rch

l6i' Glenn Fry 8 p.m. at
Jannus Landing in St.
Petersburg. $15 in advance, $17 day of show.

Aswad - 8 p.ni. at the
Beacham Theatre. $12.50
ff'

• t .... • .. 1 ..

Buddy Miles - 9 p.m.
at the Beacham's Blue
Note. $10 in advance, $12
day of show.

l6i'
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'Rudolf Nureyev and friends' an entertaining evening
by Nick Conte

OK.

folks, I'll be honest
right from the outset. I'm not
the kind of guy who no_rmally
jumps at the chance for an
evening of cultural experience.
I consider Otis, from "The
Andy Griffith Show," a misunderstood genius. I eat my
peas with straw, and I suck
my spaghetti. By high-society
standards, I'm something of a
Neanderthal.
But I put on my best tank
top, shaved my back, stood
up on my hind legs and headed down to the Bob Carr auditorium to view an evening of
ballet with Rudolf Nureyev.
Just so you won't confuse.
Rudy with tl~at other Russian
ballet dude Mikhail Baryshnikov, let me tell you a little
about him.
Nureyev was born in Ufa,
the capital of the Bashkir Republic._ He studied at the Vaganova school in Leningrad
with a legendary ballet teacher
named Alexander Pushkin.
He later joined the ID!ov ballet as a principal dancer and
had the leading male role in such
works as "Laurencia, .. -"Don
Qllixote" and "Sleeping Beauty."
In 1961, he defected to the
West and .became the most
famous dancer in the world.
Nureyev has appeared with
more than 30 of the world's
major dance companies and
served as the artistic director
of the Paris Opera Ballet.

young buck.)
But. at 53 years
old, he's still amazing. The power and·
strength that he
was famous for has
faded, but what remains is the inner
grace and dramatic
flair of an older,
wiser man.
The high point nf
the evening was the
·show's second half,
"The
especially
Moor's Pavane," a
dramatic variation
. from the play
"Othello."
The piece fea- ·
tured
Nureyev,
Jude, Flavia Vallon
and Isabel Seabra
dancing t9 the choreographed steps of
Jose Limon. The
piece was filleQ. with
mo~whenevertheyjumped
or spun around. The women power dancing,
were great, too, especially modem dance eleSvyetlana Epifanova. She had . ments and several
the best calf muscles among thoughtful solos.
the female·dancers, and that's
After a boring,
a l;>ig plus in my ballet book. shaky start. Nureyev
Finally, Nureyev appeared and fiiends pulled off
in "Song of a Wayfarer," a a late fourth quarter
very pow~rful selection from nilly to win the day
my man Gustav Mahler.
for ballet.
At first, I was shocked by
. I felt enlightened
Nureyev's appearance. He was as I left the show. I
small and round - very could hardly wait to
round. He looked nothing like tell my friends at the
his ·picture on the program. shooting range how .
(The picture must have been cool this ol' ballet
taken when he was still a stuff is.

The show started late due
lo a traffic log jam outside.
Next door, Randy Travis was
entertaining a few thousand
of his own friends. There was
indeed~ a strange mix in the
parking lot that night.
In the same parking ga·rage, you had a truck load of
Oviedo· playboys, who were
drinking Old Milwaukee,
parked right next to Mrs.
Theater Snob with her hamster fur .coat. Strangely
enough, no homicides were
reported.
· The ballet opened with
"Napoli," a rather lengthy piece
in which all the ·dancers were
dressed like a Bavatian jug
band.
The m:ale dancers, Andei
Fedotov and CP,arles Jude,
were fantastic. I know this
because a woman sitting near
me kept making orgasmic

VANESSA 'LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
AT CAMP CHALIENGE.

~

proudly presents
_____,,._____

•

•

•

•

.ATTENTION
FRESHMEN ANO SOPHOMORES
COLLEGE MONEY IS AVAILABLE FOR rumoN, MOUSING OR EXTRASf

Florida's Easter Seal Camp

HOW?

for children and· adults with disabilities

T · fishing

• friendship
.1if •swimming • nature trail
. 1 . • archery
• and more

Call (904) 3_83-4711 for sunimer camp i¢'o
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Thrpugh SCBOLARSHIP-FINANCIA_L AID LOCATORS. Over $4,000,000,000 annually .in college
aid--not loans--is available to many qualifying students like yourself. Unfortunately much of this money
is not even awarded : Why? Most students are not even aware of many of the sources, even thoug~ they
may actually qualify for the money : Some of this m.oney is available through ~cholarships, others outright
grants. Through proven computer matching of available funds and qualifying students, you personally
may qualify for as few 'as 4 and as many as 25 sources of additional dollars you can use for your college
education.

•

•

Interested? Then call or write SCHOLARSHIP-FINANCIAL AID LOCATORS today. 'You will be
sent by return mail and without obligation our free brochure and application . A little effort now may
mean a lot fewer financial headaches next semester. For further information contact:

I

SCHOLARSHIP-FINANCIAL AID LOCATORS
S38S AVENIDA DEL MARE
DEPT C
SARASOTA, FLORIDA 34242
813-349-4458

NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE, COMPLETELY
SET-UP WITH AIR, .READY TO LIVE IN.
ONLY $330.00 per Month

111+-----MOD~LS

ON DISPLAY SR 50 TO PEL STREET
OFFE.COLONIAL,ORLANDO
658-9559

~--~-r! '

We guarantee to loc!lte a minimum of 4, and up to 25 sources of financial aid or our fee is cheerfully
agd gujckly totallv refunded to you.

COMICS

*

N

PAINTBALL

SUPPUES
*
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

At the back doo
Wedne~day Nites

ROLE PLAYING
GAMES
(407) 82¥7246

82-DRAGN

WORDPROCESSING - RESUMES

CALL 679-9008

PEREGRINE TECHNOLOGY
CORNER OF 436 AND UNIVERSITY

•

vDu@ w@ ~n ow &Dn@C?uu&Jno\Yl® lliJl]Q[]~o© wonDu
- IB~ ~®DuuucruZ7 &@@ ilC?®lliJU @@Z?n®uuefil

•

2 for 1 admission w/this ad

•

QESKTOP PUB-LISHlNG
& OTHER COMPUTER SERVICES

FAST - PROFESSIONAL - ECONOMICAL
SAME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE

•

0

FREE BUD DRAl'T TILL MIDNIGHT
18+/$5

9p.m. • 2a.m.

C)

~---·---~--;,

$1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH

0

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

$1.SODRINKS

629-4779

,.
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Haircuts
that

work
for him

and

•

for her.

•
b

"

----------1----------$6.95 ADULT CUT*

I

(Regularly $795)

I

$19.9_5 PERM
or BODY WAVE*

· t men t nee d er:l
N o appo111

I
I

Appointment recommended.
Lonp hair & specialty wraps slightly extra

'Good only with coupon Not valid with any other offer

' Ill

CO$T CUTTDS&
_ _ cood th~ April~1991 _ _

II •Good only with coupon Not valid with any other offer
I COST CUTTDS&
J . __ ~d_.!!1r~April ~991 . _ _

COST CUTTERSl~
PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER 679·67&6
University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9am-8pm
9am-6pm
12 Noon-6pm

..

•

motels that dot the strip are asking up- selves into a new career.
wards of $60 per night. Much has been
I want to remember our future "movers and
written and said about college invaders' shakers" just the way they are at this moment:
propensity for being cheap. but don't be- pink-skinned, loud. horny, intoxic'ated and
lieve it.
acting like children. Who knows, the guy that
When you're getting gouged for charges just mooned me may one day be our president.
this high, it tends to make your monetary Ijust hope he sheds his moonie ways before he
gratuities smaller. Maybe the motel and gets sworn in.
nightclub mobsters of
Daytona should abstain
from charging these ·inflated prices. Before this yearly invasion. these cheesy
owners couldn't get anyone to
stay in their hotels and bars
unless they paid them to.
If I were getting fleased
like this on my vacation I
might also feel the need, as
some invaders do, to borrow the motel's ice machine
as retribution.
Dateline: The Daytona
Beach strip ... March 15 ...
22:00 hours.
As I watch the invasion
unfol~ around me. I can't
help but laugh. Spring
break may be the only time
in some of these young invaders' lives when they can
actually relax and unwind.
Soon, the academic demands. jobs and normal
daily routines will return.
What will they have to remember their invasion by? A
few obscene pictures? A
smelly "study naked" T-shirt?
Some of these invaders
IC eel 0 I
will graduate at the end of
The
participants
of
Bike
Week
were
an
integral
part of the
spring, move on, maybe get
married, or throw them- spring break experience.

The Society of Professional Journalists is sponsor- •
ing this event. Join SPJ and keep up to date with the 1 1 - - , 1 - - -excitin world of journalism. Call UCF-NEWS

----
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·
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As conflict ends,
America turns its
head to recessiQn
As 1991 continues, tumbling, into the summer
months, the economy becomes an issue of
consider~tion. The United States and friends has just
ended a six week war with Iraq, the Soviet Union is
involved in in tern al crisis and Ame'rica could be in the
grips of another recession'.
Whether rec~ssion will continue through mid-year
is questionable. At least during the '70s the public
knew that once OPEC got the oil flowing everything
would be over. This is a little different.
In January 233,000 Americans lost their jobs.
Then last month, 184,000 people lost their jobs. Even
if this amount doesn't increase, the fact is that people
are losing their jobs, with no other jobs in sight.
It was once estim~ted that having three months
salary saved up, could weather an unemployment
period. Now it takes even longer to find a job and
people are left with credit card payments and lenders
wanting their money.
·
As a result of this credit card vendors are not
having as frianynew applicants. Which in turn creates
less people in the malli;; buying and less money
circulating. This means that the public is not turning
the economy around through spending.
Ticket sales have declined for non-sporting events.
There has been no ~rop in sporting events sales. So
people still go to sporting event~, but are not going to
see as much classical music and the ballet. This can
be noted in the failing of the Orlando Symphony
Orchestra.
Florida is one of the safest spots to be right now, for
weathering a recession. People are still moving into
, the area, buying and spending their·ways into _new
apartments and houses.
Currently there are 5.9 million people living within
a hundred·mile radius of Orlando, it is projected to be
up to 7,388,000 people in nine years.
That is a good sign that Orlando will be· able to
weather the recession.
One thing th3;t will come out of a budget failing will
be people learning to spend responsibly. Perhaps
Americans will learn to save a little too.
But that is doubtful. America didn't learn with the
precursor in the mid-'80s, so why should a recession
shake them up now?
Maybe if George Bush would consider the wisdom
of Edward W. Bok, editor and author known for being
a form~r editor in chieffor The Ladies Home Journal,
when he said, "I cannot see the sense of working
through an entire year, for instance, only to find
oneself at the end of that year exactly as at the
beginning.,,.
These is sense in that statement. Ask yourself, is
America any better than it was last March? Is the
debt any smaller and are people any happier?
Well, maybe some people are happier, our six
week war is over and we're still going to start baseball
season, the football season, the golf season ... and all
the other sports we all spend our excess money on.
The only problem is that we don't have a job to earn
any money.
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Bur TOO MANY OF lllEM Will NEVER
lflNO A MlNIMVM-WAGE JOB IN ONt.
or ll1f OOJGHNvr CHAIN >IDRES iHAT
()ITT ll1£ Si~IP . NOT LON6 AFTER.
. 1\IE)' ARRIVE I 1HEY MILL ABO\/f 1111)
Sf.R\llCE ROAD OF BROKEN DRcAMS 1
PrnNG TilEIR TRAl>f FOR. MARRIED
MEN , l'lmlED woMEN, MARQ1ED w

WHO A~E 6fTThJ(, DIV0£CEO FROM

M~RIED WOMEN / AND JUST A80VI
EVEl2YONE E.lSE

IPS A ~IDE OF OUR CULTURE WE'D JUST t'ffllLL IA\NNY EVER KICK HIS lJ.~ A DA'! HABIT?
RA1HE.R NOT SE.E ...ntt. SPECTACLE OF
VtJ HE'S ATTENDING DOUGHNUT BUTTS' ANON'/MDUS.
SU<iAR-ADDIGE.D YOUTH TVRNING. lJ<iCKS
HE'S BEEN CLEAN FOR 3 DAYS . AND· HE '5 1ELLI N6
toR lHIRD RATE PASW.IES, BALLOONING
lllE NEW A~RIVALS TO GO Sf~AlbHT, TO STICK' TO
TO FANTASTIC Sil£ AND DROPPING DEAD
SAm 5TAPl.£S LIKE CRACK. BUT, AS LONG AS
OF SUCROSE o.o.-1n TOO MUOI FOR EVEN
WE LET OUR KIDS NIBBLE ON COOKIES AND
TuE MOST cYNiCAL OBSEllVEQS TO 1At;:£ .
BROWNIES I WE'LL HAVE MORE DANNYS ... AND lHE
HUMA~ IVAm WILL CONWJUE .

!JI

When in Rome, do as RoMANs do
Americans, it seems, get' so upset when they see
sexist terms. Most writers prefer to avoid using
"chairman," for example, as a generic term to pacify
feminists everywhere.
Instead, they call people "chairs" of departments,
and restrict "chairman" and "chairwoman" for use
with reference to a specific person. I don't know maybe "chair~ is appropriate for some people who "alumnae" for a group of females? I'm surprised no
one (that I know of) has proposed calling a ·mixed ·
hold those positions, if all they do is sit around.
"Mail carrier" has been adopted to avoid using group of males and females "alumnae" instead of
"mailman." The same applies to spokesman and '~alumni."
spokeswoman, and policeman and policewoman Women will ask: "Why are inhabitants of Rome
people use representative and police officer, called 'RoMAN s'?" ''When someone kills a woman
respectively.
shouldn't we call it 'WOMANslaughter'?" "Hey, wome~
I have to wonder~ Where do we draw the line?
have muscles, too! .What's wrong with
It's only a matter of time before feminists will want 'WOMANpower'?"
to be called "huWOMANs" instead of''huMANs."
No doubt, they wj}l question the phrase "no MAN's
I am convinced that someday there will be land."Then, men will arguefora "FATHER Nature."
"freshMEN" and "freshWOMEN." And women injured AAAHHHH!
on the job will want to apply for "workWOMAN's
It just doesn't sound right to have "BOY senberries"
comp:" ·
·
and "GIRLsenberries." If we don't draw the line
Should we reword the Declaration oflndependence somewhere, schools will be forced to offer English as
,
to say:"We hold these truths to be self-evident thatall a foreign language.
men AND WOMEN are created equal..."? Should
Yet manholes are still called "MANholes," and we
there be "MANnequins"· and "WOMANnequins"? · hear of"BOYcotts," not "GIRLcotts." So old-fashioned
Should female "MANatees" be called ''WOMAN a tees"? folks ~hould not give up - some people are fighting
Graduates, why can't we just call you "alum?"Why to·keep MANkindjust the way it is.
does it have to be "alumnus" for a male, "alumna" for
-Melissa Stoker is a senior majoring in journalism
a female, "alumni" for more than one male and and copy editor for the Future.
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• ANIMAL RESEARCH

Editor:
I would like to reply to Carol
Kelly Woods -Feb. 21 commentary,
concerning animal activists
misinforming the public about
animal experimentation in medical
research. I am an animal activist
and am opposed to animal
experimentation.
Woo.ds spoke of medical
"miracles" resulting from animal
experimentation, but th~ use of
animals can also interfere with
research.
·
If aspirin was tested on cats it
may have never been introduced
to humans, because it is toxic to
cats.
Penicillin which was developed
without the use of animal
experiments was later found to be
deadly to guinea pigs, a favorite
laboratory animal.
In the recent past, thalidomide
caused unthinkable birth defects
in children, even after being proven
safe in laboratory 8.I)imaln.
_
Many people suffering from
debilitating illness do not wish to
be used as an excuse for animal
experimentation.
Lawrence
Carter, who at age five was the

poster ch.ild for the United
Cerebral Palsy became an animal
rights proponent after college. He
is now the executive director ofthe
Health Care Consumer Network
(HCCN). They"getthe information
out about animal research that
people aren't hearing to balance
that equation. And to let people
know the truth about what's going
on." Carter also states, "Once y·ou
become aware of what the·
limitations of animal research are,
it's easy to see that it hasn't been
effective historically. And if it's
not effective, we need to move on
with something that does work."
Scientist are always lookingfor
new cures and discoveries, but
using out-dated, animal models
which can · interfere with new
discoveries.
Woods' statistics about animal
numbers also needs to be explained
better. Thel 7to22millionanimals
cited originates from the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) in
a report for Congress in 1983,
almost 10 years ago.
· The figure only accounts for
dogs, cat~, non-human primates,
guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits and
wild animals.

•

The figure does not account for
rats, mice, birds, fish goats, sheep,
COW$, pigs and horses, for which
researchers do not keep reliable
records, but is estimated to
represent approximately 90 percent
of animals used in research.
Informed groups estimate between
40-100 million animals are used
yearly in experiments.
Woods also made sweeping
generalizations about how animal
rights activists "neglected to
inform," "condone programs that
grossly violate animal rights" and
promote claims that are a "product
of their superstition gone berserk."
This does not represent the true
nature of most animal activist.
We try to educate the public
about animal rights issues,
sometimes very dramatically, but
honestly.
Remember that animal research
is a multi-billion dollar industry
that thrives because of the public's
lack of knowledge of animal
research.
For more information, contact
ANIMALiberation (843-4441).
Robert Oliver
liberal studies

•
•
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World needs to realize Swiss political power
As events from the Persian Gulf come to a close
channels like CNN are starting to turn their camera~
in other directions.
Recently, a story from Switzerland was presented.
You all know the Swiss, famous for their cheese ski
'
jumping and neutral manners.
It see_ms the Swiss people feel the rest of Europe
was foolish to follow the U.S. actions in the Gulf. One
Swiss miss said, "Th;y're [America] al ways picking
fights with so~eone.'
Now, I'm not prone to violent outbursts of
patriotism, but it is somewhat galling that a country
like Switzerland would say such things.
The truth is, Switzerland does not have the guts to
fightin anything outside ofa snowball contest. They're
proud of the fact that they alone had the moral
consciousness to say out of recent European wars.
Yet, they sat back and watched Hitler destroy the
rest of their neighbors and execute thousands of
innocent people.
Even the French, who are not k~own for being

tough themselves, put up a fight again.s t the G€rmans.
I guess the Swiss believe being a '"holier than tho'
fence sitter" is better than standing up for anything.
The weirdest part is the Swiss have never had to send
their people away to die, yet they always reaped the
benefits of a European/American victory.
I wonder if Hitler or Stalin would have been as
understanding with these wimpy yodelers as other
"conquerors" have been. I guess some would view the
Swiss policy with envy, but I cannot. It's real easy to
stand in the background and ridicule others for taking
a stand, but then to have the gall to expect special
favors later is obscene.
Okay, I admit that the Swiss are pretty macho
when it comes to Winter Olympic sports, but when
was the last time you saw a Swiss boxer win a gold
medal? Take away their "snow" events and_all you
have left is a bunch of slow, anemic athletes in
desperate need of a sun tan.
Switzerland is just one wimpy country in central
Europe, but they reflect a common attitude held by

llltlllil1

some of the Europeans there. Just because these
countries were in existence when Napoleon was only
a private, they believe themselves to be the supreme
know-it-alls.
Well, as painful as this is for these anal retentives
to accept, America is a far better place to live. Our
women are better looking, our men have bigger beer
guts, we have.higher crime statistics, we attend more
wrestling events and we've kicked more foreign
invader's ass than. they ever thought of.
So it would behoove, a small, puny, country like
Switzerland to stick to the things its good at.. .like
- making cocoa, alpine skiing and waving the little ·
white flag.

IN LIMBO
VVf. ARE UVE HERE lN
THE LAUNDRY ROOM WITH
JOC GHERNEY WHO WILL
nEMPT TO ENTER A
~SHtN<i MACHINE 10· FIHr>
OUT WHERE \11.S SOCKS .60.

A. S. Whitten
THAT'S RIGHT. l'VE t:t4T
lN A LO.Ab OF ~[)RY AN
NOW l Wt LL GO IN TH£
WASHING MACHlt-JE ANO THEN
LOcATE THE MYSTERIOUS
VOID THAT REMOVES ONE OF
MY SOCKS -DU~l.N6. EACH
WASH. HERE I GO/

WELL, THE. WASHER IS

~UMBLE

t'UMSLE

RUMBLE

\·

OONE! LET'S SEEMWHE
HAS FOR US! Dm YCll AH
fNG IN \HERE) )}f?

Time tO think about groWing .your own vegetables
.--------------~------.....,;;_.-~

- andcannotbepenetratedby any known kitchen
implement except the Veg-o-Matic home laser
slicer (Not Sold in Stores).
The biggest problelJl with home-grown
tomatos, of course, is that they might summon
armed police to your home. I base this statement
.
.
on a Roan.oke Times-News story written by
Spring is here, and as an educated,
Madelyn Rosenberg and sent to me by many
environmentally sensitive nutrition fanatic,
alert readers. This story states that a couple in
you should definitely think about organically
a remote area of Montgomery County, Va., had
growing your own fruits and vegetables.
placed a tomato in a wire basket, and while the
What do we mean when we say "organically
couple was away the tomato burst open and
grown" fruits and vegetables? Technically, we
dripped juice onto the phone-answ~ring
mean: "fruits and vegetables with insects living
machine causing it to short out somehow and
in them." Insects are an important source of
repeatedly dial the county's 911 emergency
protein, which is highly nutritious. Look at
number. The sheriffs department traced the
bats. Bats eat a lot of insects, and· they're
call and sent out some deputies, who went into
extremely healthy. They can spend a wild night
the house with their guns drawn. Fortunately
of flying around screeching and sucking blood
the tomato did not try anything stupid at the
from unwary victims, yet when they get back to
point, so the matter was resolved peacefully,
the cave they still have enough "zing'' left to
but you shudder to think' what might have
sneak behind a stalactite for some hot sonarhappened if it had been a more volatile
enhanced sex ("Oh Marsha! Generate that
vegetable, such as an asparagus or, God forbid,
frequency again!"). This is in stark contrast ~.o
a zucchini.
the average American consumer, who rarely
Another vegetable you need to kee.p a close
makes it through 'the monologue on "The
eye on is the eggplant. I have here an article
· Tonight Show."· Why? Because the American
from The I.n temational Herald- Tribune, alert
consumer is eating SUPERMARKET FRUITS
«· ~Ti9~i~~?su~~;~~~ services. Inc. sent by Diane Hewitt, concerning a man named
AND VEGETABLES, which are known to
Zaphid Kassam in central England who claims
contain - prepare to be alarmed - chemicals.
. consumer you should definitely grow your own food that when he cut open an eggplant, "the seeds formed
Of course not all chemicals are bad. Without organically. We do this in our household. We have a the name of Allah in Arabic.".According to the article,
chemicals such as hydrogen and oxygen, for example, tree in our yard, planted by the former ·owner, Bob, "an estimated 4,500 pilgrims have visited Mr.
there would be no way to make water, a vital ingred~ent who told us that it was either a lime tree or a Kassam's small house in Leicester since the town's
in beer. But many of the fruits and vegetables that grapefruit tree, we forget which. We never put mosque designated the vegetable a holy object." And
you buy in supermarkets have been saturat~d with a chemicals on it, and every year it produces a nice crop this is not· an isolated incident. The same article
class of chemicals that are defined, technically, as of organic units the size of eith~r that looks like fruit states that a man in nearby Nottingham claims to
"che~icals with long scary names," Such as leprosy. We monitor these· units carefully until the have found Allah's name in yet ANOTHER eggplant.
"dioxyethylrickylucy BO OGABOOGAcide." These exact moment when they have ripened to perfection,
To me,·this article is even more alarming than the
chemicals can be harmful. In one laboratory then
continue to monitor them as they fall on the one my friend Libby Burger put on her refrigerator
experiment, they were fed to a group of rats six ground and are consumed by gnats. We've done this several years ago concerning the woman in Mexico
months at the end of which 68 percent of the rats had for two years now and have yet to notice any serious who attracted large crowds after discovering a tortilla
.
become 'cigarette smokers.
illness in the gnat community.
with the face of the Virgin Mary on it. Because that
Why do fruit and vegetable growers put such
Another good fruit or vegetable to grow yourselfis was just one isolated tortilla, apparently acting on its
dangerous substances in.your food? Actually! there's the tomato. You've probably noticed that modem own, whereas here we have what is obviously a
a very sensible explanation: Th~y want to kill you.
supermarket tomatos are inedible. This is because coordinated effor.t by an entire class of vegetables to
No, seriously, they use chemical~ for many good they're not bred for human consumption: They're form the name of a major deity. This means that you,
reasons which will be thoroughly discussed about a bred to be shipped long distances via truck, which as a nutrition-conscious organic gardener, run the
· week fr~m now in an irate let~er to the editor written requires·that they have the same juicy tenderness as risk that thousands of pilgrims could flock to your
by the attorney for the Fruit and Vegetable Growers croquet balls. Even as you read these words, top door, creating a dangerous situation that could very
vegetable scientists are field-testing the Tomato of well panic one ·or your tomatos into calling the police.
Association.
Nevertheless, as modern concerned paranoid Tomorrow; which can ~thstand direct mortar fire M~ybe,you should just order .a pizza.
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tir, You are #1

in my heart. Good luck to you
ladies in Greek Week '91 and to all Greeks.
Think of the money we're raising. Unity & hard
work make Greeks awesome! Thanks ATO !
D
Alpha Delta Pl
Welcome back. Hope everyone had a great
Spring Break. Greek Week is just around the
corner-save your cans!! Let's work on another
year of "excellence I" Luau is Friday night-get
your dates!!! Congratulations to Dana ar,id
Lisa for making 0-Team!
Delta Sigma Pl
Welcome back-Now we need a break from
our spring break. Only a month and a half left
until the next vacation. Work those paddles
pledges!!!
Acacia
The roof is on fire. Chad Johnson and Spoon
are burning down the house. Congrats on
making 0-Team. 2 out of 3 Acacians making
it is a beauty. Leo, Acacia's Mike Tyson, is
ready for Greek Gloves. Spaz Spaz Spaz.
Where's the Spazmobile this time? Happy 8day Dave. Practice safe sex and and remember practice makes perfect. Canada roadtrip
was outrageous. Hey Spazonly three minutes
til Wopner. K-Mart sucks Hanes 321 Dear
pledges only a few weeks tH purgatory week.
Hey Bill, forget your book again? Spoon can
you black ball.

Jam on the green
March 20th 11 :OO

12 SP Bicycle; Great gas mileage $40 Call
Rafael at 382-3889

Students ·for a Rational Society meetings
every Wednesday at 12 noon on the Green.
All ideas welcome!

SURPLUS SALE: A surplus salew1ll be held
at the Property Warehouse next week. Items
available will indude office machines and furniture, electronic and electrical ~quipment of
all kinds, typesetting equipment, 5 vehicles,
Computer systems and many other items.
Inspection of items will be form 1Oam to 3 pm
next Tuesday & Wednesday, March 26th &
27th. Bids will be opened March 28th. Bid
forms will be available at the inspection site.
This sale is open to the public. Contact Frank
Bartram or Peggy Hightower at 823-5084 for
any {jUestions.

Mid-week worship, all welcome, Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Wed. noon, Room 211,
student ctr. Praying for Peace, Justice,-Qr.
Ashmun Brown
Florida Engineering Society meeting tomorrow at noon in CB1-383.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
You can be one of the crowd, or one 'of the best.
A college ring sets you apart form the crowd.
Jostens! There is a difference; look for it! It's
Academic in the University Shoppes.

Sigma Pi Epsilon
Spring Break was great! I! It was great seeing
everyone in the Keys. Hope all you guys were
careful and watched your rears! Hope everyone who had deep meaningful overnight relationships was careful too. Congrats to Minh on
becoming a US citizen. Good luck to Makeba
in the Big Man on Campus competition. Greek
Week1salmosthere. Wew1llwinthisyear. We
bought a stopwatch. Its great to hear that the
troops are coming home. We are proud of
Brother Chris Allredge and hope he will be one
of the first to return.
Alpha Kappa Psi
Welcome back out toxic pledges. Good luck
Friday night. Don't forget, burning ceremony
Saturday at Flounder's. Voodo rules!]

Wanted Roommate: Conway area. M/F to
share fully eq. 2br house, WtD, Lg yard with
screened in porch. Work a lot, student too.
$200PM+ 112 util. Carl 836-7507 or 897-1248.
Apr. 1st.
Roommate Wanted1 mile to UCF Forest Highlands
$165/mo + 1/3 util Great place for a serious
student 382-6058
Furnished room for rent to female private bath
pool access kitchen privileges $50 per week
380-2385

Kiss1mmee/UCF T&R 5pm-9pm Call 8460254 Leave message Ask for Yoly

Tutor for 6 gr boy at home Mon-Thll' 1 1/2 hr.
Prefer teacher or senior edu student. Call Joe
X35867 H-275-7098

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300
Need help in French? 851-7568 Nadia
Tutor for 2nd grade boy at home. Child needs
help in math as well as reading. Call Judy at
extension 35544 823-5544 or H 339-2043

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from $100.
Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. BJ:Jyers Guide. (1) 805-962-8000 Ext. S4628
Is it true ...Jeeps for $44 through the U.S.
Gov't? Call for facts! 504-649-5745 Ext. S2568
'86 Mitsubishi Mirage 2-dr 4spd blue 48K miles
A/C excellent condition $2900 phone 2813162 or 365,6110

Certified mechanic. Low rates. My home or
yours Call (407) 298-5151
TAXES - I come to you. 327-9253
Ask for Glen, ~venings & weekends
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that always uses full cut
diamonds or cubic zirconias in their fashion
rings . Jostens I There is a difference; look for
it! It's Academic in the University Shoppes.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy time payment plans. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for 1t! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

WP,EQITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to askl
Call him for info at 823-2204

1989 Ford Probe GT - loaded, then modified by
HKS, 275+HP, cockpit controlled turbo boost,
16" alloys, always gataged , ABS, power everything! Corvette eater! Moving, MUST
SELL!!! Call 407-896-3016
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 2/2 available for immediate occu-

pancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

New Condo 1/2 mi from UCF 2bd/2bath W/D
micro and fully furnished with tennis pool spa
$600/mo 366-4424
Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26.AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
HP 12C calculator $50 OBO 682-9363
Engagement Ring-1.04 carat HEART shaped
diamond on 14Kgoldband. $2500Mark3812218 LV MSG
.
2/2 Townhouse, Fox Hunt Lanes, $43,800:
Call Watson Reality Corp.,Realtors and ask
for Lanea Richardson 679-3400.

212 Condominium, ground floor unit, all appliances included.
Pool and dubhouse.
$35,000. Call Watson RealityCorp.,Realtors
and ask for Lanea Richardson-679-3400

AA meeting every Wed. 12-1 pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 Ext.2568

Nonsmoking Male(s) wanted to share 4bed/
3bath townhouse 10 min from campus. W/D
$225/mon + split util 679-9494. Please leave
message

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
. Good job Jerry and Eddie in the Comedy
Competition. Kevin L-stage fright? Congrats
Corey Von the IQ exam. Hope everyone had
a good break. Now lets pick up those grades.
Go out and support BMOC contestants tomorrow at 8 in the SCA. Save those cans for
Greek Week! DARKMAN does!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Welcome back! Hope everyone had a great
spring break! Now that we've had our fun, let's
takecareofalittle Bidness! TKE Week ahead.
"Nuff said!

$5hr. Experience stretching canvases and
cutting mats desirable but not necessary. Call
Hollingsworth Fine Arts Restoration between
9-5 M-F 422-4242

DON'T RENT! ONn for lessl 1 bedroom
designer model condo fully tum It colors W/D
TV mcrwv UCF area refrig pool lake tennis
security must see must sell 281-7529 $42,900

__________

CRUISE SHIP JOBS Hiring men, women.
Summer/Year round. Photographers, tour
guides, recreational personnel. Excellent pay
plus FREE travel. Caribbean Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOWI Call
refundable 1-206-736-7000, Ext.600N2
Get involved in the U.S. Space Program:
Looking for healthy male or female subjects to
participate in space-related muscle research.
The study requires walking with crutches for
16 consecutive days. We are looking for
recreationally active people - not extremely
trained or unfit. $400 compensation. Contact
Mary Lasley of Jill Pol et at the Kennedy Space
Center (407)867-3940 between 8:00am and
4:30 pm, Monday thru Friday.
Fine Arts Restorer needs parHme assistant.
Flexible hours. Average8-12 hours per week.

Fast* Professional* Accurate
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush Jobs

Call

WORD PROCESSING. Quality Documents
on laser printer; competitive prices; pickup/
delivery; call-in dictation. Call NO PROBLEM!
at327-5423

AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand mar\'Ufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. Call/Visit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.
30yearyoungJr. High teacher down for spring
break Ap 1-6 to train at water ski school.
Looking for ladies who might enjoy dancing or
visit to a local tourist attration. My treat.
Please write Rodney 4744 9th ~E Seattle Wa
98105
Happy 8-Day Vaune!
Will you join me tonig~t??
Love, The Absolute Lover
Is anybody Hungry??I!
Alpha Phi Omega PIZZA Sale
March 20, 21, &22 CEBA211 an to 1pm PIZZA
Fresh, Hot $1 a slice ! PIZZA!

Blue Bag with gold necklace, bracelet, watch
& 2 rings at pool on 3/4 reward 678-2586
Found 1 pair glasses Career Resource Center
Rm 124 Adm1n Bldg x3311

Brett, Hey bud. Let's check out the babes
tonight@ the Miss UCF pageant 8pm in the
SCA! You probably thought Barbie made your
head spin, but you ain't seen nothin' yet!
Bobbie

•
•

.
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MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$ __

_

Insertion Dates:
D SERVICES
D GREEK CORNER
D FOR SALE
D· TUTORS
D TYPISTS
D CLUB INFO
D AUTOS
D OTHER
D LOST & FOUND
D ROOMMATES
D HELP WANTED
D LO:.NELY •'s
D FOR RENT
D CARPOOL
D PERSONALS
D WANTED
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
··.·:.···.··...·.·:-.·.·.

•

I
I

l
l
f

*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
If you want ID•)Te than five lines in one ad, then use two or mo.re forms.

"

UCF Alumni Association Scholarships
and Awards
Alumni Fellows Scholarships . One $800 a~ard each to a.) a current UCF Freslunan who wi~ be~ sophomore in Fall 1991; b.) a current UCF Senior who will be a
G~aduate student in Fall 1991. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; and well-rounded involvement on campus or in the community; and/or exceptional work experience.

Charles Millican Scholarship - One $1,000 award to a current UCF student with Junior class standing in Fall 1991.Selection criteria:
minimum 3.5 GPA and outstanding service to the university through campus clubs, honor organizations, student government, etc. and/or service to the community through
job, volunteer work, service projects, etc.
H. Trevor Colbourn Scholarship - One $1,000 award to a current UCF student who will have a Senior class standing no later than Fall 1991. Selection criteria:
minimum 3 .5 GPA; and outstanding service to the university through student government, honor organizations, campus organizations, etc; and/or outstanding service to the
community through volunteer work. service projects, job etc.

Phoenix Scholarship . (Coordinated by the UCF Alumni Association; awarded by a committee of donors to this scholarship program). One award (typically
$1,200) to a non-traditional student. Selection criteria is based on merit and financial need. Submission of letters of recommendation is strongly encouraged.
Minority Scholarship. One $800 award to a UCF minority student (any class standing). Selection criteria: a.) 3.25 GPA; and b.) well-rounded involvement on campus
or in the community; and/or c.) exceptional work experience.

Distinguished Student Award - One plaque presented to a UCF student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in at least ~ne of the following areas: a.)
scholarship; b.) athletics; c.) social services, religious activities and campus government; d.) creative and performing arts. Students, faculty and staff may nominate any
student who has maintained a minimum 3.5 GPA and has been a full-time student during the 1990-91 school year. Preference is given to Seniors.
Please Note_ Partial scholarships are awarded for the Fall and Spring semesters. In order to receive these scholarships, students must maintain a minimum 3. 0 GPA and
enroll in at least 24 semester hours of coursework during the 1991-92 year (Fall, Spring and Summer). Students who fail to meet these minimum criteria shall be ineligible
to receive an award for the appropriate semester(s).
Application Deadline - Submit application. statement of academic and career goals (one page maximum) as well as a copy of transcript and any supporting
letters of recommendation to the Scholarship committee by 4:30 p.m. on April l, 1991,
Applications are available in (and must be returned to) the UCF Alumni Relations office, ADM 395-0.

If you have any questions please call the UCF Alumni Relations office at (407) 823-2586 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday.

ALUMNI .
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INSTRUMENTAL PIANO MUSIC

round, when they shot 292. But the Knights
dropped to second with a second-round 297. UCF
failed to make a run in the final round, when it
shot ·298 and finished seven strokes out.
·
''We haven't really put together a real good
tournament," UCF Coach Mike Shumaker said.
"We've had good rounds but as of yet, the whole
team hasn't jelled."
Joseph led UCF with a third-place finish.
Joseph shot a 2-over 74 in the final round to finish
in third place two shots behind Moore. They were
tied one shot behind Bridges going into the last
nine holes, but Joseph could not make a charge.
"I couldn't get anything going all day," Joseph
. said. "I dropped two strokes on eight and nine and .
that really hurt me. I came to the back nine and
tried to make some good swings but I made nine
straight pars-some of them were adventurous."
His par on the par-5 15th hole was one such ·
adventurous par. His third shot just stayed out of
- the water and he stood with both feet in the water
to pitch onto the green. He then sank a 20-foot
putt to save par.
"I though I was hot [after making the putt],"
Joseph said. "I needed to make putts like that for
birdies, but I was just making them for par."
UCFsAndrew Rice shot a 74in the final round
to end up tied for 10th with a 221.
Hans Strom-Olsen, who won the ImperiaLakes
Classic the previous week, ,finished two shots
behind Rice in a tie for 13th place.
"We did not have a good tournament, really,"
Joseph said. 'We didn't play up to our expectations."
The Knights will resume tournament play
March 20-24 in the Augusta College Invitational
in Augusta,·Ga.

BY

Sharon A. Marman
2858 CHAPELWOOD CT.
OVIEDO. FL 32765

( 407) 366-1 1 50

S1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK! ! !
EARN UP TO.$1000 IN ONE
WEEK FOR YOUR CAMPUS
. . ORGANIZATION .

PLUS A
CHANCE
AT $5000

MORE!

•

THIS PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT NEEDED.
CALL 1-800-932-0528 EXT. 50

WHY DIDN'T THEY THINK OF THIS BEFORE?
A LIGHT THAT WRITES. PEN UGI-ITS UP WHEN CAP IS PLACED ON
TOP. NOW EVERYONE WHO HAS TO WRITE IN THE DARK CAN DO
50-QUJCKLY, EASILY & LEGlBLY. PERFECT FOR STUDENTS, PILOTS,
DOCTORS,· CAMPERS, POLICEMEN, ETC. GIFfBOXED, COMPLETE .
WITH BA TIERIES, BULB & EXTRA CARTRIDGE.

$9.95 (PLUS TAX IN FL.)

SEND ORDER TO:

H.M.COMPANY
P.O. BOX 20532
ST. PETERSBURG, FL. 33742

•

~Ji ~businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
mpst of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

If you think drugs cost a lot

now, wait until after college.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone, America's

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.
·

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

•

Bi•kendo~k·

:=i-·:;i~~\iJ-~F~~~ _footwear~~;_~~~

CHURCH STREE.i
STATION

All Sizes & Styles Avai/ohle HRs. uam-Ilpm

EXCHANGE

:'. · ,
i

•••
••
••
••
•••
••
••

-

TIBBITTS
~~

CARCARE

•••
••
••
••
••
•••
••

640C UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190 .

$14.95 WITH
COUPON

'

DAY~

------

~LUBirOiin·1···BiiAKE"""1
:FIL1,ER ~= SPECIAL :
:
:

7

TOTAL

IHI (Q) UJ ffi 1r (Q) WJI f\l CG A UJ 1f (Q)
m.JEJF AIIJR ·
A UJil((J) JD)JEil AIIJLIIN(G
10% UCF DISCOUNT

2981ALAFAYATR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

649m6484

l-

$69.95 PER AXLE
$79.95 METALLIC

.
•
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS
Founded in 1884, the Academy has trained more
professional actors than any other school or college
in America. Academy alumni have won nominations for
89 Oscars, ·62 Tonys and 164 Ernmys.

One Hundred years
of training actors.
The Academy offers a six-week summer program
and a tw.o-year Associate Degree program. You
may receive Academy training in New York or California . .
For an application and further information call THE AMERICA ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC AR1S (ID) 686-0620, 120 Madison Avenue, ew York, NY 10016

,,
STRESS •
Want to ·unload a little

•

~RELAXATION

Cl-ASSES
*INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION
-*PUBLIC SPEAKING . *PR.NIC RTTRCKS
*TEST RNXIETV
· *CAREER DECISIONS
-New ~onsulting service -and programs.
Make ~n -appointment today!.

,,
POUNDS •
or lose a few

S, TI R. R.

s. s.

·New eight week · .p rogram starting TODRV
Lots · of motivation and 11 Pr acticalories 11

.,,.

Tuesdays & Thursdays 1-2 pm
or individual appointments available
Vour Campus Wellness Center

x3-5841

,
Robert Redford

Cleaoon Little

Judd Hirsch

Joanna Going

,·

•

·. I • •,

'I • -· ,-
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come on. They could solidify a
lot in the seventh and eighth
innings."
Offensively, the Knights have
been hitting the ball well all year.
But in the last 12 games, UCF
batted .315 and raised its team
batting average 22 points to .286.
Mike Josephina leads with a
.420 batting average and has
shown power with three home
runs.
Ty Lynch has shown himself
to be a dependable leadoffbitter.
He is batting .318 and has been
near .300 all year. He took over
the leadoff position from Brett
Barker, who went into a slump
after a strong opening weekend.
"Barker had · mechanical
problems," Bergman said.
'There are two types ofproblems
- mechanical artd mental. You
don't know what happens first.
But his swing went haywire all
of a sudden.
"Brett Barker can carry a
team. He, Ernie [Martinez] and
Eric [Martinez] are like that. If
they get on a hot streak, they
can carry a team. I'll tell you
that right now."
Barker has shown signs of
coming out of the slump by

raising his average 22 points in
the last 10 games.
The Martinez brothers have
given UCF a solid one-two
punch. Although Eric is batting
just .221, he leads with five home
runs and 21 RBis. Ernie is third
in both categories, with two
home runs and 14 RBis, and is
batting .305.
Batting behind the Martinez
brothers is Chad Mottola, who
is hitting.300 with four homers
and 20RBis.
"Mottola is starting to hit
home runs," Bergman said. ~rm
not saying it's a surprise. It's
development and maturity. Our
3-4-5 hitters are capable of
hitting home runs. To get those
guys out, they have to be pitched
to."
Bergman mentioned one area
in which the Knights need to
show
considerable
improvement.
"Defense - that's the thing
that has to be shored up,"
Bergman said. "It's not because
of skill level. I think we have
good skill level. Those things
are correctable. That's what
-gives us hope, otherwise I would
be crying right now."
UCF lost its best defensive
catcher when Glenn Richardi
went down with a hand injury.
Bergm~n has moved Chip
Hummel from shortstop to
catcher to help the position.
"I think he's done a good job,"
Berman said. ''We wanted-to keep
his bat in the lineup and [Greg]
Castaldo's bat in the lineup."
Hummel is batting .318 and
Castaldo is batting .324 in 1 o
games after missing the first
part of the season.

the Lady Knights' next match,
despite Ricksheim's hard-fought
victory againstTraci Waters, 6-4,
7-5,andK.rista Warner'sWinover
Kristen Lumplein, 6-1, 6-1.
''This is the first time the
women have competed against
ASC schools, and they've done

well," Assistant Coach Cleave
Frink said.
"I am very pleased," Burdell
said. "This tournament has been
good for the team in that they've
been taking the game a bit more
seriously and they're playing
well against good teams."

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

a little worse was ineffective
pitching - especially in the
bullpen. The Knights had solid
pitchingfromjust three pitchers
in the early going: Jimmy Still,
Laurence Heisler and reliever
Brian Huie.
Still leads the starters with a
2.54 ERA and is 3-1. Heisler is
4-1. In his lasttwo starts, Heisler
has lowered his ERA from 5.22
to 3.26.
Huie has been solid out of the
bullpen. He has appeared in 10
games and has posted a 3-1
record with four saves and a
2.51 ERA.
"Huie has been outstanding,"
Bergman said.
0.thers have since joined
them with strongpitching. Chris
Law went 1-1witha9.28 ERA
in his first three starts. Since
then, he has .won three in a row
and lowered his ERA to 3.98.
Elton Barks has- won two
consecutive starts to give
Bergman a strong four-man
pitching rotation.
In the bullpen, the Knights
are looking to give Huie more
help: But Bergman S·a id David
Manning and Todd Affricano
have pitched well in their recent·
appearances.
"David Manning stopped
George Mason the othe.r night,"
:eergman said. "The secret to
the bullpen is throwing strikes.'
They weren't doing that early in
the season.
"I'm still hoping [Kevin]
Tippett and [David] Fischer can

Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational
1

AT OVIEDO

Teamresults-1 Ouke319-313-316-948;2.Penn
State 317-322-317-956;3. North Carolina 315-331311 - 957; 4. UCF 323-322-316 - 963; 4. W<ii<.e
Forest 326-321-316 - 953; 6. Nebraska 326·326317-969;7.Kansas328-331-317-976;8. Merrphis
State338·310-329-9n;9. lowaState339-333-322
- 994. 10. Rollins 328-343-328 - 999:

UCF Classic
AT EASTWOOD GOLF COURSE
PAR 72·72·72-216
Team-1 . Arizona, 880;2. North Carolina, 882;
3. UCF, 887; 4. FSU, 898; 5. Kansas, 900; 6. New
Mexico, 901; 7. Mississippi, 903; 8. Kent State, 907;
9T. East Tennessse St.. Virginia 912; 9T. Kentucky,
912; 12. Florida Southam, 913; 13. South Florida,
918; 14. Vanderbilt, 920; 15. Minnesota, 923; 16. UCF
11, 932; 17. Virginia Tech, 946; 16. Notre Dame, 963.
Individual - 1. Pat Moore, UNC, 70-73-73216;2. Brian Bridges, Kent, 71-71-75-217; 3 (tie).
Christian Pena, Arizona, 72-75-71- 218; Malcolm
Joseph, UCF, 71-73-74-218; 5 (tie). Tom Scherrer,
LINC. 72-75-72- 219, Christian Williams, FSU, 7571-73-219; David Berganlo, Arizona, 72-72-75219; 8. (tie). Trev Anderson, Arizona, 73-75-72 220· Matt Gogel, Kansas, 74-74-72- 220; 10. (tie).
And~f1N Rice, UCF, 72-75-74 -221; Will Roberts,
UCF I~ 76-73-72-221; Greg Heinecke, Mississippi,
72-76-73-221; 13. (tie) Chris Stutts, ETSU, 79-7272 - 223; Hans Strom-Olsen, UCF, 74-75-74 223;Brian Kortan, NM, 77-72-74-223; 16. (tie) Brad
Bruno, Kansas, 73-77·74-224, Tim Herron, NM, 7476-74-224; Ben Lane, Mississippi, 77-72-75-224;
Manny Zeman. Arizona, 76-72· 76 - 224; Lan
Johnson, Kansas, 74-73-77- 224; 21. Tea Burton,
UNC, 80-70-75-221 ; 22. (tie) Dave Morland, Kent,
75-76-73 - 226; Dustin Phillips, FSU. 72-79-75 226; Chip Johnson, FSU, 74-76-76 - 226; Mika
Spaulding, Vanderbilt 72-76 78 -226.
Other UCF finishers - 26. (tie) Paul Bastien
75-76-76- 227; Jon Cowgill 77-74-76- 227.

•

Individual results - 1.Cayce (0) 76-67-79 231; 2.
Brooks (N) 79-78-75-232;2. Cuff (WF)81-n-74232. 4. Kronske (MS) 82·75-n-234; 5. Gitzendanner
(PS) 76-78-81-235; 6. van Orumpt (NC) 81-76-79236; 7. Donigar (NC) 76-82-77-237;8. Myars (K) 8676-76 - 238; 8. Ear1ey (UCF) 79-82-n-238; 10.
Tyrer (WF) 78-82-79-239; 10. Tilghman (0) 80-7980 - 239; 10. MacTurk (PS) 80-81-78 - 239; 13.
Blossar (D) 80-81-79-240; 13. Jaynes (JM) 82·8276 - 240; 13. Tucker (NC) 77-86-77 - 240; 13.
Byham (NC) 79·79·83-240; 13. Clark (PS) 82-7979-240; 18. Jeray (NI) n-82-82-241; 19.Jemsek
(UCF) 82-82-78 -242; 19. Daniel (WF) 82-82-78242;19. Roberts (J) 81-80-81-242;24. Runyon (UCF
)82-82-80-244; 31. Anrleman (UCF )80-78-87245; 47. Hlldebrandt (UCF) 90-80-83- 253.

Baseball Results
317 - UCF 8, Pittsburgh 5
319 - North Florida 7, UCF 0
3/10 - UCF 9, lthica 0
3111 - UCF 23, Ohio Wesyelan 4
3112- UCF 7, Liberty 1
3113- UCF 12, SE Massachusetts 1
3115- UCF 12, George Mason 8

Until we find the cure,
we must share the pain.
i
Help the Diabetes Research
i Institute at the University of
! Miami on its unprecedented
mission to find a permanent cure .
I for diabetes. For all of mankind.
I And for your family too.
1
Until we find the cure, we must
share the pain. And the hope.

I

TENNIS
FROM PAGE 16

Join us on our mission.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

Orleans' Meredith Micelli, 6-0, 61, to leadUCFtoitssecondstraight
victory, 8-1.
Louisian~ defeated UCF in
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Joseph, Knights take
3rd ·in UCF Golf Classic
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

After two consecutive secondplace finishes, the UCF men's
golf team was looking to break
that string in the BudgetJUCF
Golf Classic, of which it is
defending champions.
The string was broken but
not as the Knights would have
liked it. UCF finished third
Tuesday behind tournament
champion Arizona.
"We have to find that extra
lift to get us into first place,"
UCF senior Malcolm Joseph
said. "The thing about it is we're
not playing very well and [Me]
finishing second or third. So
we're really looking forward to
when we're playing well, I know
we can win some tournaments."
North Carolina led after two
rounds but slumped to second
two shots off the lead. However-,
North Carolinajunior Pat Moore
shot a !'-over-par 73 in the final
round and passed second-round
leader Brian Bridges of Kent
Despite Moore's victory,
State to win medalist honors.
Moore finished with a three- North Carolina could not hang
round total ofpar 216, one stroke onto the team title.
Arizona shot 294 to. North
in front of Bridges. He used ·
consecutive birdies on the 15th Carolina's 299 and easily made
and 16th holes to capture the up a three-stroke deficit. The
tournament.
Wildcats put three golfers in the
"I felt real unc<;>mfortable all tgp 10 to pace them to the title.
day over the baJl," Moore said.
"I figured we would have to
"But I was able to scramble, shoot under par to win," Arizona
then I made two putts good for Coach Rick LaRose said. "But
birdies."
when the wind ~ame, it changed

things."
Arizona became the only
other multi-winner of the
tournament besides UCF.
The Wildcats won in 1989,
when Roberf Gamez won
medalist honors.
UCF, a three-time winner
of the tournament, was tied '
for the lead after the first

see GOLF page 14

Malcolm.Joseph began the final day in third place but couldn't move
up as he finished with nine consecutive pars.

The world's in order Pitching staff developing as
UCF nears halfway point

by Roy Fuoco
SPOR"I S EDffOR

Everything's right in the world. It's
spring, the major leagues h~ve invaded
the state for spring training, andafterits
traditional slow start, the UCF l;>aseball
team is rolling along.
Through 25 games, the Knights have
posted an 18-7 record and have won 15 of
their last 1 7 games. The Knights have·
shown they're able to back up Coach Jay
Bergman's
glowing
preseason
assessment.
"In some areas I'm disappointed and
in others, I'm pleased," Bergman said. ''I
guess we are where we thought we·would
be at this point. At this point, it's hard to
get an evaluation. Being in a conference,
it's a little different. Before, every game
was crucial to get enough wins for a bid."
As a member of the American South
Conference, UCF has a chance to wrap
up an automatic bid by winning the
conference. In other years, UCFs goal

·....

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORILJA rU I URE

UCF has been more effective picking runners off base than throwing o_ut base-stealers.

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL ~LOHIDA FUTURE

Hummell moved from shortstop to catcher
because of Richardi's injury.
was to win at least 40 games-and hope to
gain an at-large bid.
With the emphasis different, Bergman
said he has used the early season games

to experill1ent with lineups and use a lot
of players, which could help them in
conference play.
UCF was supposed to get its first taste
of conference play Sunday against
Arkansas State.
But with weekend rains washing out
games Saturday and Sunday, the
Knights waited until Monday's doubleheader. They will make up Sunday's
game at 11 a.m. today before beginning
the Burger King Classic later in the
afternoon.

The UCF women's tennis team began competition in
itsfirstAmerican South Conference tournament at SW
Louisiana Thursday. Despite rain delays Saturday and
Sunday, the team defeated Lamar and New Orleans.
With the two victories to begin the tournament, UCF
Coach Lori Burdell said the Lady Knights so far have
been playing better than in the past.
During the openinggame against Lamar, UCFs Krista

The Knights began the year with their
traditional stumble out of the gate. But
unlike last year, when the Knights began
their season 3-8, they turned it around
after just eight games and a 3-5 start.
But it seemed a little worse this year.
"It did seem that way," Bergman said.
"But we're way ahead oflast year. We
had to put together a 22-game winning
streak to get out of the hole."
. What made this year's slow start seem ·

see B·ASEBALL page 15

see TENNIS .page 15
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